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Buy this application including all sources and admin functions (host yourself: Flash
Media Server or Flash Communication Server or third part hosting needed).
Price with smilie support: $99
Price without smilie support: $79
What's included?
- full .fla and .asc source files (application as shown above on this page; smilies
depending on version purchased)
- admin functions: kick user, list IPs and clear chat
- clean code, compact on frame 1
- you may customize code and graphics to suit your needs
License
Each purchased copy of coMMChat includes a commercial usage license for one (1)
domain. To use this application under additional domains you must purchase additional
licenses. Productized reselling which would compete with coMMChat is not permitted.
Reselling of the code and/or scripts is strictly prohibited.
This license is aimed at website owners and developers who wish to deploy this chat
(modified or unmodified) on their own website or who need to provide a Flash video
chat application (modified or unmodified) in SWF format to a client.
If you are ready to purchase then you may send payment via Paypal to
stefan@therealtimeweb.com or simply use the BUY NOW buttons above.
Customer testimonials
My purchase of coMMChat has been more than just a satisfied experience:
Stefan's product is efficiently coded, with internal comments that made customization
easy even for a sometime Flash developer such as myself. Stefan has always been
quick with a friendly and dependable right-on response to my email, and has gone out
of his way to help me despite his busy schedule. Whether for a learning experience, a
drop-in demonstration module, or a fast and reliable business solution, I
wholeheartedly recommend coMMChat.
Tom Sammons, SEI/CMU
This was exactly what I was looking for. The code is well documented, easily adjusted
and Stefan has been very helpful in deploying and adapting the application. I'd
recommend this application to anyone who is willing to invest a little money in a very
decent, straightforward flash chat.
Wim Mostrey, mostrey.be
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The CommChat application works very good and it is great and your e-mail support is
very good. Also i will thanks you for the install support and for answering my other
questions.
I never before had such good support like this, after only a few minutes i received your
answer.
I hope so there will be a upgrade for the coMMCat with more functions like a list of
private rooms and see if somebody is broadcasting their cam.
Kind regards,
JOhn, XSolutions Networks
I bought coMMChat because I needed a solid framework for a web cam system and I
must say it worked like a charm right from the start. The system was easy to
customize, maintain and develop and the help from Stefan was both fast and accurate.
I definitely recommend it whether you need a system out of the box or just a
framework.
Niklas Bivald - chat.snyggast.se

Got questions about this app?
Then drop me a line.
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